FLACS CHECKPOINT
WORLD LANGUAGE
EXAMINATION
GENERAL DIRECTIONS

Checkpoint A
9:15-11:15 AM
(Early start time – 8:15 AM)
(Earliest release time – 9:45 AM)

Checkpoint B
1:15-4:15 PM
(Early start time 12:15 PM)
(Earliest release time 1:45 PM)

General Directions
Before distributing test booklets, tell the students not to open their test booklets until you tell them to do so. Then distribute one test booklet, face up, to each student.

Say:
Today you will take Parts 2, 3 and 4 of the FLACS Checkpoint A/B exam. Part 1, the Speaking portion of the exam, has already been completed prior to today. Read the directions on the cover of your test booklet. (Pause).

[If using answer sheets for mult. choice] – Use only black or blue ink on your answer document.
[If using Scantrons] – Use a #2 pencil to complete all multiple choice items on your bubble sheet.

Part 4, the Writing section, must be completed in black or blue ink on the answer document provided to you.

Make sure you write your name, your teacher’s name, your grade, and the name of the school on all documents and remember to sign the examination where indicated.

[If live-reading of Part 2] – The Listening section, Part 2 of the exam today, will be read aloud to you by a world language teacher. You are asked to complete parts 3 and 4 while awaiting their arrival.

Turn to [Part 2, if you are beginning with this part] OR [Part 3, if you are awaiting the arrival of someone who will read Part 2 aloud].

You may begin now.

No part of this test may be reproduced and/or transmitted by any means without written permission from NYSAWLA.